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FUTURE PHARMACIST PLANS TO COMBINE 
NATIVE HEALING W ITH WESTERN MEDICINE
MISSOULA—
After a lifetime of bridging three cultures, Cherith Smith is learning how to blaze a 
trail across the chasm of traditional American Indian healing and conventional Western 
medicine.
Smith is one of 21 participants in this summer’s Health Careers Opportunity Program 
at The University of Montana. The six-week program prepares minority students for the 
rigorous academic challenges that lie ahead of them in a health-related field of study. Smith, a 
sophomore at UM, just finished her first year of pre-pharmacy after several false starts in 
college.
Healing knowledge is a legacy of Smith’s family, which emphasizes tradition, 
spirituality and ceremony. The 23-year-old member of the Lakota Sioux and Piegan Blackfeet 
tribes grew up with a type of healing that incorporates the natural and spiritual worlds.
"I was raised knowing about plant medicines," Smith said. "I’ve wanted to do 
pharmacy for a long time, but I didn’t know that’s what it was."
Watching the health challenges faced by her friends and family helped lead Smith to
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choose a pharmacy career. A dual citizen of Canada and the United States, Smith intends to 
practice in one of the communities in which she grew up: Brocket, Alberta; Montana’s 
Blackfeet Reservation; or her birthplace, Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota.
"I want to work on the reservation with my people because the things I know pertain to 
my culture," she said. "I want to help."
HCOP’s approach to intensive study, academic orientation and recreational activities 
teaches participants to succeed in the classroom and on the job, without losing the lessons of 
their heritage. The program’s curriculum is centered on Montana Indians, although students 
from all recognized minorities are encouraged to apply.
Participants study tough subjects like chemistry, mathematics and physics within the 
context of weekly themes, such as mental health, youth tobacco use, and diabetes and 
nutrition. Where possible, the curriculum is explored from a culturally relevant standpoint; for 
example, by using the traditional hoop and pole game to teach physics.
Other activities include sweat lodge ceremonies and a horseback ethnobotany field trip. 
Students also perform community service projects, research observation and job shadowing. 
And they learn strategies for coping with the demands of higher education, like navigating 
financial aid, dealing with prejudice in the classroom and facing conflicting obligations.
"Being an indigenous person is very complex because we’re balancing everything," she 
said. "It’s a huge juggling act to maintain your cultural and spiritual values while getting an 
education. HCOP provides a way for us to cope with the balancing act."
Smith also juggles parenthood -- she’s a single mother of two young daughters -- 
volunteer mentoring work, native beading and other crafts, and the demanding coursework
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required by her studies.
While HCOP is first and foremost an "academic boot camp," as some call it, the 
program’s emphasis on role-modeling and building support systems is just as important to 
Smith. The coordinator, Reno LoParco, is Crow and Turtle Mountain Chippewa. Instructors 
and guest speakers include a number of Indians.
"We’re seeing actual role models -- Native American people who are professionals in 
medicine," Smith said. "It’s extremely rare. They’re saying it can be done."
Being around Indian professionals who have retained their cultural traditions and 
spirituality helps address Smith’s concerns about sacrificing her own beliefs.
"That’s really important to me because in the sciences there are a lot of things that go 
against what I was raised with," she said. "It’s good to get their perspectives on that."
Smith also looks to her HCOP classmates for support and inspiration. One in particular 
— another young mother — is especially influential.
"Seeing her helps me visualize myself succeeding," she said. "My own friends and 
peers don’t have the goals that I have; I ’m the only one of my friends who is in college. So 
it’s important to be around serious students like myself who are Indian."
Smith’s dedication stems from a desire to improve the health and well-being of Indian 
people, who often confront health professionals ignorant of their culture, values and belief 
systems. Non-natives, Smith said, have a tendency to be too inquisitive, to ask the wrong 
questions and to alienate patients with their gloves, masks and aloof demeanor. They also often 
overlook the need for positive attention, comfort and reassurance.
"For example, western health care professionals are trained to give the worst-case
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scenarios, whereas a native healer would say, ‘You’re going to get better,’" she said. "We 
believe healing comes from inside and works its way out."
What is true for a body also can be true for a culture. Smith’s dream — of combining 
the best of both western and native medicines to work for her people — is part of a larger 
belief in serving generations yet to come.
"I am called the seventh generation because seven generations ago it was prophesied 
that the healing would begin now," she said. "We’ve come full circle."
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